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SPP#42 EZ’s Ribwarmer
On Page 2, in the paragraph titled ‘Turn first corner (first half)’, the 2nd set of numbers should
read 32 (34, 36, 38), instead of 32 (34, 36, 48).
Please add the following Notes, where indicated:
On Page 2, after the paragraph beginning “Provisionally cast on…”, add:
Note: Here is where you can lengthen the Ribwarmer, if wanted: simply knit more ridges before
turning the first corner. Record the number of R you add and work them on the back before
beginning the back shaping. See p4 for a Note on filling in a deep armhole.
On Page 2, after the first sentence of the paragraph beginning “Back Shaping:”, add:
Note: As you knit up the back, reverse the shaping you did on the front: decrease one stitch at
each armhole edge (2 sts in from edge) every 4th R; 4 (6, 4, 6) sts decreased at each edge.
On Page 4, in the first column are instructions for Meg’s Sew-As-You-Go technique. They
should read as follows:
Pick up 1 stitch for each ridge along both the R and L selvedges of the completed front.
'Sew' As You Go by picking up (on a d.p. needle) 1 stitch for each ridge along both the R and L
selvedges of the completed front.
On the outside of your work: *K to within the last stitch of the row, Slip Slip Knit (SSK), as
follows: slip k'wise the last stitch of row, slip a picked-up selvedge stitch, insert L needle into
both sts and k2tog. Turn, wool forward, slip first stitch P'wise.
On the inside of your work: Knit back to within the last stitch of the row. Wool forward. Slip
last stitch p’wise, slip a picked-up stitch p’wise. Turn. K2tog.
Repeat these 2 rows to the underarm.
This creates a single vertical knit stitch along each seam.

On Page 4, after the paragraph beginning “Work straight until…”, add:
Note on filling in a deep armhole: If you added length to a Ribwarmer with side panels, to fill in
the resulting deeper armhole, you can work a saddle up each side after the fact. Pick up 1 stitch
for each ridge worked in the side panel (which is letter E in Fig 1, p2). Work back and forth on
those sts, joining the last stitch of each row to either the front or back selvedge in the manner
described for Meg’s Sew-As-You-Go (above). Stop when you have filled in as much armhole as
you wish; cast off or leave the raw sts for the armhole finishing.

